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COCKTAILS  ●  MARTINI  ●  TONICS  ●  GINS



The Gin Corner does offer other spirits, beers, champagnes and wines.
We have a selection of appetizer to keep you going!

Schweppes chooses The Gin Corner for its first flagship store in Italy

Celebrate important moments at The Gin Corner 

Reserve your own space or reserve the whole place.
You can even bring The Gin Corner to your home for private parties. 

Write to eventi@thegincorner.com or ask our bartender!
 



OUR HISTORY
  
As of June 2013, The Gin Corner was inaugurated as the first Italian Gin bar.  
The idea was to transform the image of an anonymous hotel bar into a temple 
for Gin Lovers.   We have selected the best Gin Labels, with the help of Patrick 
Pistolesi, one of the best bartenders in Rome who has more than 25 years of 
experience. He loves the art of mixology and knows the history of Gin inside 
out.  In his work for The Gin Corner, has created some unforgettable signature 
cocktails and has helped us spread the culture of Gin to everyone.
We serve over 120 brands of international Gins, no one is better than another, 
it’s simply a matter of taste.

SIGNATURE DRINKS BY PATRICK PISTOLESI

Conte Camillo  € 12
Gin, camomille infused rubarb liquor,  Vermouth dry, Campari

Don’t “sloe” me down € 15
Sloe Gin, bergamot liquor, lemon, sugar, 
top of Schweppes Tonic Premium Mixer 

Fashionably Old  € 15
Super Premium Gin, cognac, sugar cube, bitter mix

Vivid Talent  € 12
Gin, green chartreuse, camomille liquor, lime, sugar
 

 
 



THE GIN CORNER FOR SCHWEPPES  € 12

Five o’Clock  Dry Gin, tea jasmine syrup, lemon juice, 
 Schweppes Premium Mixer Pink Pepper
 
If Henry was alive  London Dry Gin, lime juice, simple syrup, egg white, 
 top of Schweppes Tonic Premium Mixer 
 
Il fiore  London Dry Gin, lime juice, simple syrup, 
di un’ora  Schweppes Premium Mixer Hibiscus 
 
Mare  Dry Gin, bergamot liquor, simple syrup, 
Nostrum grapefruit juice, Schweppes Tonic Premium Mixer
 
Mexican Flirt  Tequila, lime juice, simple syrup, 
 top of Schweppes Premium Mixer Pink Pepper 
 
Precious Mule  Specialy crafted for GQ
 London Dry Gin, yellow chartreuse, lime juice, 
 simple syrup, top of Schweppes Tonic Premium Mixer 

Tower Hill 24  London Gin,  rasberry syrup, lime juice,  
 Schweppes Tonic Premium Mixer



SIGNATURE DRINKS BY OUR BARTENDER ANGELO DE VALERI  € 12

All Fresh Dry Gin, rosemary, cucumber peel, lemon, 
 sugar and Schweppes Premium Mixer   
 
Cherry London Dry Gin, Ratafià, drops of black cherry 
Martini   
 
Fruitly G&T London Dry Gin, dehydrated fruits, pink pepper
 and Schweppes Premium Mixer Pink Pepper  
 
Gold Martini London Dry Gin, Himalaya salt, pepper, 
 a drop of olive oil  

Pink Dream London Dry Gin, Strega Liqueur, lemon juice, 
 raspberry syrup (1987 Young Bartenders Cup Winner) 
 

Over the 40 years of his bartending, Angelo De Valeri 
has prepared an innumerable amount of cocktails. His 
experience comes from his travels, his encounters and 
his passion for bartending. He has won major contests 
like the Martini Grand Prix, and worked with the finest 
professionals in the world. In the late 80s he came back to 
Rome and began working for the best hotels in the capital. 
For him, the bar counter is like a theatre’s stage, where the 
barman is not the main character, but only the spectator of 
what is happening on the other side of the counter. He is 
passionate about gin and says that the Martini is the cocktail 
he has prepared the most throughout his career. He is also 
a wine expert.



If you prefer a cocktail that does not appear in the list below please feel free to ask.

Clover Club Premium London Dry Gin, freshly-squeezed lemon juice, 
 homemade raspberry syrup, egg white (opt) 

French 75 French Premium Gin, freshly-squeezed lemon juice, 
 simple syrup, champagne 

Gibson Martini London Dry Gin, Vermouth Dry, three onions 

Gimlet London Dry Gin, lime sirop, fresh lime 

London Mule London Dry Gin, lime juice, ginger beer 

Martinez Old Tom Gin, Italian Vermouth, Maraschino, bitter to taste 

Pink Gin London Dry Gin, Angostura bitter 

Sloe Gin Fizz Sloe Gin, lime juice, sugar 

Tom Collins London Dry Gin, lemon juice, simple syrup, top of soda 

White Lady Premium London Dry Gin, triple sec, lemon juice 

NEGRONI  € 10

Original London Dry Gin, Italian Vermouth, Campari bitter 

Sbagliato A drop of London Dry Gin, Red Vermouth, Prosecco 

Inchinato* London Dry Gin, Red Vermouth, Campari bitter,
 drop of China Martini 

Profumato* Original with an additional of drop spray of... 

Reale* London Dry Gin,  Vermouth Riserva Rubino Martini, € 12
 Bitter Riserva Martini 

* by our Bartender Angelo De Valeri

COCKTAILS € 12
 



MARTINI AND I
  
In the 12 years of apprenticeship for the work which I am in love with, today I am 
grateful to Tommy, Heinz, Louis, my father, and also a bit  to myself for the choices 
I made at that time.

Choices that allowed me to work in Bars of the best hotels of Edinburgh, Frankfurt 
am Main, Lausanne and to finally land at Le Grand Hotel di Roma, where, as always,  
hospitality of luxury is realized for the top international clientele.

Among them there is a group of customers that clearly stand out for some qualities 
that may seem natural, but I have seen them grow, I know how they  have acquired 
the skills to better appreciate the pleasures of life.

I am particularly grateful to them for passing on some of their style, but here I will 
stop.

I’m talking about the Martinians.

Let me pass on the term, for which I also received the support of Umberto Eco 
during a round table on the Martini Cocktail at the Martini Terrace in Milan.

Quotes and aphorisms on the Martini Cocktail fill the pages of literature throughout 
the twentieth century, but even today Woody Allen does not miss an opportunity to 
drink at least a couple in the scenes of his films.

Among those I gladly remember, Woody Allen at a bar with a lady:
 “Two Martinis very dry, please”.           
 “How do you know what I drink?”
“Ah, you want one also, then three!”     

But even Dorothy Parker (American poetess of the 40’s)
“I like to have a Martini
Two at the very most
After three I’am under the table
After four I’am under my Host”

And then Bernard De Voto (1948 Pulitzer Prize for Across the wide Missouri)

“The Martini. The supreme American gift to the World.”    

But that of Sandro Viola beats them all. (La Repubblica 2003)
“Look at what  Caro G. had to say, The Martini is the thing that when you ask for it 
in any Bar of the civilized world it gains you respect immediately.” But not only that, 
“It also puts you in a position to communicate with a superior human race.”

Have a good time and enjoy your Martini.

Mauro Lotti



MARTINI SELECTIONS BY MAURO LOTTI  

  € 10 - 12 - 15 - 18

We have a perfect serve for every Martini matched with the best selection of Gins:
Classic, Premium, Superpremium and Ultrapremium

Classic  Gin of choice, French Vermouth, lemon or olive

Dry Martini  Gin of choice, ice-wash French Vermouth, lemon or olive
(Montgomery)

Dirty Gin of choice, French Vermouth, brine olives

Original  London Dry, French Vermouth, orange bitter, 
 olive and just one squeeze of a lemon peel

Perfect  Gin of choice, French Vermouth,  Torino Italian Vermouth 

On the rocks  Classic on ice

The Vesper  London Dry Gin,  Vodka, Lillet blanc
 “Shaken and strain it in a champagne cup with a large
 and thin lemon peel. I am having only one but I like it
 strong, you got it?”
                                James Bond Casino Royale

Double frozen  Gin or Vodka of choice, French Vermouth, 2 drops
 orange bitter stirred on fresh deep frozen ice for 
 30 seconds, lemon peel

Charlie Brown Bombay Sapphire, Grey Goose, on the rocks 2 olives
  and one time only twist of a lemon peel 

VERMOUTH

Martini  Dry,  White, Red

Martini Riserva  Rubino,  Ambrato
Speciale

Cinzano  White, Red

Noilly Prat  Extra Dry

Lillet Blanc 



GIN STYLES

London Dry

Very dry, light bodied, and pungent, 

this is what most of us think of when we think of gin.

Plymouth

Only produced in Plymouth, this style of gin has an earthy flavour 

with lots of fruit and botanicals. It’s quite earthy, herby and vegetal.

Genever

This style - the original - uses a malt-spirit base, making it not unlike a 

flavoured whiskey. Less botanical than the English styles, and more sippable.

Old Tom

A little sweeter than London Dry but more full-bodied and drier 

than Genever, Old Tom has been called an intermediate gin style 

that bridges the gap between the first two.

Navy Strength

At 58.8% alcohol by volume, this gin style packs quite a punch. 

Its flavour profile is crisp and clean with hints of citrusy juniper, 

and the high alcohol content makes it a good choice for very flavourful 

and aromatic cocktails.

New Western Dry Gin

Also called the New American Gin, this is a very young style 

that was introduced only in the 2000s. Unlike traditional gins, 

the New Western Dry is no longer juniper-dominant. Instead, 

it concentrates on botanicals and other flavours.



GIN & TONICS

Do you really know G&T? We are inviting you to change your perception. 
Here are the Gins and the tonic waters from which you can make your own 
combination (by the way, there are no better Gins than others). Botanicals vary 
from Gin to Gin, and are often regarded as very much of a trade secret.

Our Gins are classified into:

CLASSIC

PREMIUM

SUPERPREMIUM

 ULTRAPREMIUM

TONIC WATER

Schweppes  The original one no charge 

Schweppes  Premium line € 2
  Classic
  Pink pepper
  Hibiscus

Schweppes  Ginger Ale  
  Ginger Beer
  Lemon
  Soda



TASTING MENU

Our tasting menus are a great way to try gin you may not have come across 
before.  We serve three half Gin & Tonics or Martinis so you can compare and 
contrast their flavours. Neat and with tonic, we choose gin that offers a good 
spectrum of botanicals flavours. 
Each tasting menu is served with food pairing.

Classic Tasting  € 25

Premium Tasting  € 30

Superpremium Tasting € 35

Ultrapremium Tasting € 45



CLASSIC  € 10

Bankes London Dry.  A rich blend of 10 botanicals made out of two 
 distinct stills at Langley Distillery the oldest and the newest. 
 Perfect for Negroni. UK

Beefeater London Dry.  Juniper mixed with cilantro and seville 
 lemons and oranges. A favorite of generations of Martini
 lovers. UK

Beefeater Pink An easy to drink strawberry Gin made in London and
 based on the classic award-winning Beefeater Dry recipe. UK

Bombay Dry First introduced in 1959,  it uses eight botanicals instead of 
 Sapphire’s ten. These botanicals are blended to produce a 
 solid, versatile Gin with no one botanical dominating the 
 others. This makes it flexible enough to be used in G&T, 
 Martinis with twists and many more drinks. UK

Bombay London Dry.  A balanced distillation of 10 botanicals, ideal 
Sapphire to introduce people to Gin because it is not overpowering 
 but very appealing to any taste. UK

Bond Street Batch distilled using traditional botanicals. The end result 
 is a classical old school Gin, with an interesting mixture of 
 liquorice, spicy juniper and sweet citrus. UK

Brecon A Welsh Gin made at the famous whisky distillery, Penderyn. 
 Flavored with botanicals from all over the world. 
 Very tasty indeed. UK

Bulldog London Dry. Quadruple-distilled with juniper, dragon eye, 
 poppy and other botanicals. Great Dirty Martini. UK

Gordon’s The world’s best selling London Dry. Triple-distilled, it 
 contains juniper berries, coriander seeds, ginger, 
 cassia oil and nutmeg. UK

Gordon’s Pink Perfectly crafted to balance the refreshing taste of 
 Gordon’s with the natural sweetness of raspberries and 
 strawberries, with the tang of redcurrant served up in a 
 unique blushing tone. UK

Hayman’s London Dry.  Natural botanicals are hand picked from all over
 the world and added to pure grain spirit to create a
 unique, full flavored Gin. UK



Hayman’s A botanically intensive and flavourful Gin, with a hint of 
Old Tom sweetness, Old Tom Gin delivers a more rounded and
  softer profile than Dry Gins. UK

Hayman’s Sloe A True English Sloe Gin is defined by its balance.
  Not too sweet, not too tart. It has an exceptional balance
  in which you will find plummy aromas. UK

Seagram’s Americans’ favorite Gin.  A toasty juniper Gin with a powerful
  sweetness and smoothness; some of which comes from 
 the classic London Dry botanicals, some from
  3 months in a oak barrel. USA

Tanqueray London Dry. Gin with a dry and crisp taste. Unique 
 quadruple distillation, it is thought to contain as little as 
 four botanicals. Strong juniper notes with a hint of spice. 
 UK



PREMIUM  € 12

Aviation New Western Dry. Downplaying juniper and adding 
 other botanicals such as cardamom, lavender,
 Indian sarsaparilla, coriander, anise and dried sweet
 orange peel. USA

Beefeater 24 London Dry. The grapefruit peel brings an enhanced citrus 
 experience while the teas (Chinese green an Japanese 
 sencha) add to the darker side, banking up the juniper. UK

Beefeater London’s Chelsea Physic Garden served as inspiration to 
London Garden the original Beefeater recipe, so their Master Distiller, 
 Desmond Payne, set about creating this new, limited-edition 
 version. As well as Beefeater’s London Dry citrus notes,
  Garden also contains more leafy and herbal notes thanks
  to botanicals including lemon verbena and thyme. UK

Berkeley Square  Berkeley Square is a mellow gin, with subdued notes 
 of juniper and a distinct yet delicious herbal quality.
  Not only tasty in a G&T, it can count itself as one of those
  gins that would be great drunk neat over ice. UK

Blackwood’s 40 It’s called “Vintage Dry Gin” for a reason. It is distilled in 
 Shetland with botanicals harvested from the wild
 including water mint, sea pinks and meadowsweet. UK

Blackwood’s 60 It’s a limited edition 60% abv vintage dry Gin with only a few 
 bottles made each year to a total of 22,000, the same as the 
 population of Shetlands. UK

Bloom London Dry. A great Gin with some unique botanicals
  as pomelo, chamomile and honeysuckle. This has quite
  a delicate and refined nature and makes a very good 
 Gin and tonic. UK

Blue Ribbon A five times distilled, pure grain Gin produced in a 
 micro-distillery. The bain-marie distillation process using 
 fourteen botanicals including thyme, coriander, Iris root  
 and Jamaican pepper gives an exceptional mouth feel to 
 the final blend. FRA



Bobby’s A Dutch Gin which was launched in 2014,  
 Bobby’s Schiedam Dry Gin features a recipe inspired
  by the creator’s grandfather, Bobby Alfons.
  It’s made with a combination of local and exotic
  ingredients, including juniper, clove, lemongrass, cubeb
  peppers and rosehips. Highlighting the meeting of Dutch
  and Indonesian flavours in the spirit, Bobby’s Schiedam
  Dry Gin comes in a bottle which harks back to the
  style of vessel used to hold jenever, with a pattern
  inspired by Indonesian designs. NLD

Boë Superior Scottish Dry Gin. Produced using a unique blend of 13 
 botanicals through an intricate process called vapour 
 infusion. Clean, spiced and strikingly refreshing. UK

Bombay Peppery and only slightly citrusy. Plenty of juniper and 
Sapphire East mellow earthiness combined with some floral and 
 herbal notes largely owing to the lemon grass. UK

Caorunn Scottish Dry Gin.  Five unique botanicals, to be served with 
 tonic and a freshly cut red apple to enhance its invigorating, 
 clean and crisp taste. UK

Citadelle Produced in Cognac, France. The only Gin distilled in 
 Charentais pot stills. Soft but powerful. Spring Water, 
 triple distillation and 19 botanicals. FRA

Collesi The secret behind Collesi Gin is in the excellence and 
 variety of its ingredients. The purest water from
 Monte Nerone, the best barley grown in the Collesi
  estates and as many as seven different types of botanicals: 
 above all, the precious juniper berries typical of the
 Apennine Mountains. ITA

Darnley’s View Launched in early 2010, it is slowly seeding it’s way onto
 Gin shelves around the world. With a family background 
 steeped in spirits, a beautiful castle, a balanced list of 
 botanicals and some established names adding to its 
 credentials, there is certainly a lot to talk about. UK

Explorer’s Gin  Explorer’s Gin is a handmade, small batch Premium London 
 Dry Gin created using the one-shot method. They  macerate  
 fifteen botanicals, then vapour infuse their fresh botanicals 
 to create a spirit of distinction. UK



Ferdinand’s Saar Dry Gin with over 30 botanicals infusion of riesling
  white wine, is part of the waveof innovation whitin german
  Gin. This Gin combines the perfect balance between
  sweet bitter and sour.  DEU

Fifty Pounds A crisp, clean, classic London Dry nose. Slightly
  earthy with a lovely complexity of juniper and lime peel
  with minty freshness and balancing sweetness. UK

Filliers Dry 28 The Filliers family had been producing jenever, Gin’s ancestor, 
 in Belgium since the 19th century and adding 
 Gin to their repertoire was perhaps the next logical step. 
 Today, their Gin is still made with a secret blend of citrus
  fruits, herbs and roots. Mixed peels from the off with the 
 central creamy  juniper developing. Hints of coriander,
  cardamom perfectly complement this to create a warming
 dry Gin.  With 28 botanicals in this Gin, it’s incredibly 
 versatile! It brings any tonic to life, but try this
  in your next Negroni. BEL

Filliers Dry 28 Made by Belgian distillers, Filliers, their Barrel Aged Gin 
Barrel Aged is made with the Dry Gin 28, featuring 28 carefully 
 considered botanicals and the essential juniper berry, 
 which has been matured for around four months in Limousin 
 barrels that have a medium char and previously 
 held Cognac. The maturation that this Filliers Gin has 
 enjoyed adds an extra depth of character, a vanilla 
 creaminess to the spirit. Barrel aged Gin is really coming
 into its own as a category at the moment, and it’s not
  hard to see why when you get taste of this well textured 
 and flavoursome spirit. BEL

Generous The Quintessence of the art of distillation. Rich of multiple
  essences: citrus, pink berries, blood oranges, grey pepper,
  elderberries, lime, juniper. All the ingredients of the Gin 
 are natural. Some are obtained by maceration, others by
  distillations in a unique and complex process. FRA

Geranium 44° London Dry. Distilled using pure wheat grain alcohol and
 ten botanicals including geranium, and one secret ingredient
 - all of which steeped for 48 hours prior to distillation. UK



Geranium 55° A special edition, higher strength bottling of the very 
 tasty Geranium London Dry Gin. To celebrate the fifth
  anniversary of the brand, they’ve created a Gin bottled at
  55% ABV Once again, it features the unusual though
  undoubtedly delightful geranium  plant as a botanical. Big, 
 punchy wafts of juniper, bright lemon zest and the aromatic, 
 herbaceous geranium. Works excellently in a Martini. UK

Giass Giass’ soul is the expression of the fusion of its 18 
 botanicals, mixed in a sophisticated distillation process 
 which gave birth to a different gin: a complex spirit,
  authentic and immediate, to be discovered also 
 on the rocks. ITA

Gil Torbato Created with a rural production method, using 
 carefully selected botanicals in Calabria. Juniper and 
 PGI lemons of Rocca Imperiale are the main components of 
 The Authentic Rural Gin. It also stands out in the filtering
 phase, carried out roughly through a simple linen cloth, 
 leaving its original color. the porbate version is obtained by 
 burning the juniper with peat of the Sila which gives
 it the pleasant smoked aftertaste. ITA

Gin Agricolo  A herbal scented gin with aromatic notes of cumin, coriander, 
Blagheur mint and zedoary blended with the aroma of juniper.
 The taste is dry and firm, but softened by the scent of 
 the rose, marjoram, orris, and tansy, with a soft herbal
 and mint aftertaste. ITA

Gin Agricolo Deliciously floral Italian gin from the Gin Agricolo range,  
Gadan with waves of citrus blossom, iris and mint joining the classic
 juniper core. ITA 

Gin del Professore This unique Gin, embodies the spirit of the Italian 
A la Madame herbalist tradition. Obtained by mixing together distillates 
 of aromatic plants, infused with spices and flowers, after
  a slow maturation it acquires a fascinating amber color, 
 distinctive and unique. Gin Madame is characterized by a
 delicate juniper aroma, enriched by intense scents of
  flowers and herbs. ITA

Gin del Professore This gin arises from a blend of spices and natural herbs 
Monsieur selected in order to create this enchanting product.
  Juniper, lavender, angelica, orange, rose, chamomile and other
 herbs give life to an unusual product with vivid floral notes. ITA



Gunpowder A slow distilled and handmade gin from 11 botanicals
Irish Gin including oriental spices and gunpowder tea. Fresh citrus
  notes with spice. IRL

Hendrick’s Scottish Dry Gin.  An unusual and selected Gin with limited 
 production that finds in cucumber and rose the perfect 
 combination. It’s not for everyone (but it’s for me). UK

Hepple Uses three techniques to capture the full range of 
 flavour from the botanicals bringing them as alive 
 in the bottle as they were on the hills. Juniper is the 
 leading act, tasting brighter, richer and more compete 
 than is possible with conventional distillation. The green 
 juniper comes from the native plants at Hepple. UK

Iradier Y Bulfy   Manuel Iradier y Bulfy was a Basque explorer and and he 
 explored a vast and savage territory in Equatorial Africa 
 before 1900. Iriader y Bulfy is a unique Gin made from 100% 
 Basque Barley that creates a warm, sweet and rounded base.
 The Gin is then distilled with Basque Juniper Berries and 
 classic botanicals, along with exotic ingredients such as Cocoa 
 Beans and Black Guinean Pepper inspired my Manuel 
 Iradier’s African adventure. ESP

Isfjord Gently hand-distilled 5 times with pure iceberg water from 
 the icefiord of llulissat in Greenland and coupled with the 
 flavours of the finest selected botanicals. DNK

Jensen’s Their Old Tom recipe was taken from a distiller’s
Old Tom handbook from the 1840s. It is a true Old Tom Gin, 
 similar to those used by the bartenders of the
  mid-to-late 1800s. Unsweetened and earthly, it has a deep 
 flavour that adds complexity to many drinks. IRL

Jinzu Jinzu Gin brings English and Japanese traditions together to 
 create an exciting, intriguing spirit. It’s made with a blend of 
 English Gin (featuring juniper, coriander, angelica, yuzu and 
 Japanese cherry blossom as botanicals) and sake, which brings 
 a luxurious, creamy mouth feel and a subtle, compelling 
 sweetness to its flavour profile. UK

Mayfair Produced with the best ingredients at one of the few 
 remaining distilleries in London by a Master Distiller whose 
 family business is still thriving after 300 years. UK



Martin Miller’s London Dry. It’s a premium Gin made from 10 carefully 
 selected botanicals blended with the purest Icelandic water, 
 the ultimate in good taste. UK

Mombasa London Dry.  A classically juniper - forward Gin with a citrus 
 and herbal finish. Perfect for cocktails and mixed drinks. UK

No. 3 The only London Dry Gin produced at one of Holland’s 
 oldest distilleries, still owned by a family firm. Berry Bros. & 
 Rudd, that has over 300 years of experience. UK

OMG It is created through a process of triple column 
 distillation of 16 unique herbs and spices macerated in a 
 base alcohol, which collectively yield one of the most 
 complex Gins on the market. In the flavor profile 
 are such traditional spices as juniper, coriander, calamus 
 and angelica. But there are also non-traditional 
 ones such as grains of paradise, lavender flower, 
 and blossoms from the Czech national tree 
 - the small-leaved linden. CZE

Panarea The pearl of the Eolie Islands. Inspired by the 
 memories of the tiny island paradise was born an Italian 
 premium botanical Gin which carries hints of myrtle 
 berries, fresh citrus and other secret botanicals. ITA

Plymouth First went to sea in 1793 with the Royal Navy. When 
Navy Strength  gunpowder goes bang the proof of alcohol strength is 
 at least 100 proof of 57% alcohol by volume. UK

Plymouth A unique style of Gin. Since 1793 it has been distilled 
Original from a unique blend of 7 botanicals, soft Dartmoor 
 water and pure grain alcohol. UK

Portobello  This Gin has realized by the award-winning Notting Hill bar, 
Road No. 171 Portobello Star, home of the Ginstitute.  This is a place 
 where one can lean a lot about Gin so you would expect
  Portobello Road No. 17 to be rather good, and indeed it is.
  It’s a old-style London Dry Gin, containing traditional
  botanicals and spices. UK



Roby Marton Despite the english sound of the name, Roby Marton
  was born in Treviso and he started to distil his own Gin, 
 that is becoming famous all over the world.
  The Gin is produced from the best cereals. 
 Italian production and spring water, subjected to two
  processes of distillation. For its preparation a part 
 of the final distillate is put into a container in a cold
  infusion for the final refinement. ITA

Sabatini An excellent Gin requires constant testing, a careful 
 combination of flavours and choice of various 
 home-grown botanicals, elements that Alessandro 
 Palazzi helped to achieve with his experience. There are 
 precisely nine Tuscan botanicals: juniper, coriander,
  iris, fennel, lavender, olive leaves, thyme, verbena
  and sage. The goal is to create a traditional London
  Dry Gin uniquely expressing the inimitable scent of
 Tuscany and its hillsides. ITA

Sipsmith The quintessential expression of traditional London 
London Dry Dry Gin. Bold, complex and aromatic-smooth
  enough for a Martini, but rich  and balanced,
  perfect for a G&T. UK

Star of Bombay  This is a higher-strength, super-premium variant of 
 Bombay Sapphire. The classic notes of juniper, angelica
  and coriander have been intensified, with the addition
  of bergamot and ambrette seeds offering extra
 exoticness.  A rich and intense Gin. UK

Sylvius  Gin fans around the world probably have a poster of 
 Franciscus Sylvius (we do!), as he was the first clever 
 chap to register a juniper berry distillate called Genievre 
 which eventually became the Gin we know today. This is 
 why the Dutch distillery Onder de Boompjes has named
  their fantastic spirit after him, calling it ‘Sylvius Gin’.
  It’s inspired by a number of traditional recipes, using 10 
 fantastically fresh botanicals. Malt, cinnamon and vibrant
  star anise are the main players here, with a flowery lavender
  hint and some cheeky liquorice hiding deep within. NLD

Tanqueray An exceptionally smooth Gin. Named after the number of 
No. Ten the still in which it is made.The superior taste is the result 
 of fruit botanicals such as fresh white grapefruits, 
 whole limes along with juniper, coriander and a hint of 
 camomile. UK



Tanqueray  A bit like Tanqueray London Dry but with added hints of
Rangpur floral lime, herbs, and a powdery ginger note. Ideal for 
 summer G&T.  UK

The London No.1 A turquoise - blue coloured Gin quadruple distilled in small 
 batches, it’s made from the highest quality English grain 
 spirit and contains 13 key botanicals. UK

Ungava Don’t be fooled by the yellow color. This is a Gin that is
 probably going to be loved by those who don’t mind a little 
 bit of exotic variance, thanks to a series of unique 
 botanicals native to the northern Quebec region such as 
 cloudberries, wild rose hips, Labrador tea,  Arctic blend 
 and crowberries. CAN

Vallombrosa The Benedictine Monks Vallombrosani have excelled 
 in history to tradition and culture.  Depositories of ancient 
 knowledge for the preparation of medicaments and 
 conditioners for the treatment of diseases of time after 
 experiencing the distillation , alcohol entrusted the task of 
 making taste to the human palate synergies of various 
 elements.  The craftsmanship that distinguishes the 
 Benedictine Monks Vallombrosani , allows us to make use of 
 products that still preserve the authenticity and flavor of 
 many centuries agos.  ITA

Warner Edwards The complex, spicy flavour lends itself very well to a
Harrington Dry Gin classic G&T, whilst its crisp and clean nature means than
  it works tremendously neat, or in short cocktails, 
 such as a Dry Martini. They use 11 botanicals; angelica 
 root, black pepper, cardamom, cinnamon, coriander
 seed, dried elderflower, ground nutmeg, juniper, 
 lemon peel, orange peel and one secret ingredient. UK

Xoriguer  A cult Gin from Mahon in Menorca, it has been made 
 there since the British occupation in the 18th century. 
 Unusually, Xoriguer is made in wood-fired potstills from 
 distilled wine (eau-de-vie) rather than the more usual 
 grain-based distillate, and is rested in American oak 
 barrels before bottling. ESP



SUPERPREMIUM € 15

Bandiera A 100% Made in Italy London Dry Gin handcrafted 
 with 19 Ligurian botanicals like marjoram, rosemary, 
 lemon and chamomile. ITA

Brockman’s London Dry. A very unusual Gin, flavored with 
 ten  botanicals and designed to be drunk over ice
 rather than with tonic due to its extremely fruity,
  quite sweet flavors. UK

Brooklyn American Gin distilled in an old fashioned handcrafted 
 copper Still, one small batch at a time using only the 
 finest botanicals and locally purchased fresh fruits. USA

Citadelle Reserve Aged for 6 months in 12 - years old oak casks that had a 
 light char. The ageing has clearly enriched the aromatic 
 palette of the original Gin, with vanilla notes 
 seeping through. FRA

Citadelle This Old Tom style Gin has been recreated using 
No Mistake caramalised Caribbean brown sugar that is added to 
Old Tom  Citadelle Reserve which is then aged further in barrels.
  This sweetness enhances the floral aromas and vanilla
  notes, leading a fresh juicy finish with some spice. FRA

Cobalto 17 The first Gin produced in the Douro Valley. 
 This Portuguese Gin owes his balance and 
 freshness to the combination between craft production 
 methods - distilled in traditional alembic and bottled
  by hand and the incorporation of six botanical thought 
 to ensure the integrity of a Classic Gin and irreverence 
 of a new generation of Gin with fruity and seductive 
 aroma. PT

Death’s Door American Dry Gin.  A narrow list of botanicals focuses flavor 
 very tightly on a coriander spice and fresh juniper.  Very 
 mild on the heat. USA

Edinburgh Made by Spencerfield Spirits Company, this delicious Gin
 is distilled in Edinburgh with the classic Gin botanicals 
 (juniper, coriander, citrus peel, angelica and orris root), plus 
 the addition of Scottish juniper, pine, heather, and milk thistle.
  Upon tasting there are warm peppery spicy notes and a slight
  creaminess in the body while the flavors remain bright.UK



Elephant An award-winning handcrafted premium Gin of 45% 
 alcoholic volume made with rare African botanicals. 
 Elephant Gin is distilled using 14 botanicals, including 
 rare African ingredients that haven’t been used in Gin
 making before. The botanicals are hand-selected to limit 
 any impurities and ensure only the highest quality 
 ingredients are used.  Amongst the Elephant Gin 
 botanicals are: buchu, baobab, lion’s tail, devil’s claw, 
 african wormwood, apple, juniper, ginger, mountain pine, 
 orange peel and pimiento. DEU

G’Vine This proud pair of  “Gins de France” are intended as alternatives
Floraison to the classic London Dry. Inextricably linked to the grape 
and Nouaison vine, they’re made in the Cognac region using grape spirit 
 and feature vine flowers among the botanicals. FRA

Gin Mare Inspired by botanicals grown in the Mediterranean,
  time, basil, lemon peel, olives, rosemary, individually
 distilled in a custom-made still and then soaked in advance
 for more than a year in clay jars. ESP

Gin Sul The Gin Sul is an artisanal distillate produced in Hamburg
  with Portuguese botanicals, including juniper, rosemary,
 lemons and coriander. The aromas are fresh and 
 Mediterraneanand the taste is soft, spicy and very pleasant,
  with evocative marine recalls. DEU

Glorious Distilled in New York, this is the first Gin to be produced 
 at the newly established Breuckelen Distilling Company, 
 in Brooklyn. Made from a neutral wheat spirit and a blend 
 of five locally sourced distinct botanicals, namely lemon, 
 rosemary, ginger, grapefruit and, of course, juniper. 
 Gin  this Gin is made from start to finish, raw ingredients 
 to  bottling at the distillery by Brad himself, the 
 master distiller. Clean and vibrant on the nose,
  fresh on the palate, exceptionally balanced
 and mostimportantly, fun to drink! USA

Gold 999.9 Gin Gold is produced in a small distillery situated 
 in a small town in the Alsace. After you have obtained 
 the alcohol in a first distillation, are two of the distillations 
 to refine the quality, and, finally, a distillation 
 and an infusion with the different botanical give 
 life to the Gin Gold 999.9. Part of the process
  is stil made in a gold pot. FRA



GUD  A gin set between past and future, true to the British
  tradition of London Dry Gin, and at the same time innovative,
  with a strong bond to aromas and flavours of our land. 
 The unmistakeable taste of GUD is the result of the harmony
  between 20 botanicals originating from the classical English
  garden, with its roses, the geometrical Italian garden, with its
  citrus fruits, the Mediterranean evergreen shrubs, roots and 
 wild berries, and exotic herbs coming from the boundaries
  of the former British Empire.  ITA

Hernö  Hernö Navy Strength Gin, a bold flagship rich in flavour, 
Navy Strength is made from the same distilled gin as Hernö Gin, but diluted 
 to 57% instead of 40,5%. The difference in aroma and
  taste is very clear and Hernö Navy Strength has an overall
  richer flavour with bolder juniper, coriander and citrus. SE

Martin Miller’s  Westbourne Dry Gin is a versatile addition to any cocktail.   
Westbourne An emphasis on the spicier, peppery notes of cassia and  
Dry Gin nutmeg harnessed to a higher strength make this the perfect 
 gin for classic cocktails and martinis.UK

Martin Miller’s  Martin Miller’s first cask-aged gin, 9 Moons is matured 
9 Moons for nine months in American oak bourbon barrels. Oak adds a 
 slight vanilla sweetness to 9 Moons, that in turn
 enhances and amplifies the gin botanicals that lie 
 behind the essential juniper. Citrus notes and some light
  oak in the finish. UK

Monkey 47 Produced in the Black Forest from no less than 47 
Dry Gin botanicals. Unusual ingredients include cranberries and
 others, mostly from the Region.  Aged for 100 days
  in earthenware casks. DEU

Monkey 47 A peppery, tangy, complex spirit made by macerating
Sloe Gin Black Forest sloes in spirit for three months. This 
 masterfully handcrafted and unfiltered sloe Gin is unique in 
 its complexity while accentuating great British 
 traditions and the nativeness of the Black Forest. Distilled 
 in small batches from 47 predominantly unusual but 
 regional botanicals and macerated with wild-growing,
  handpicked sloe berries from the Black Forest, 
 this Schwarzwald sloe Gin is a true MONKEY 47, 
 but nevertheless a whole different one. DEU



Old English Made from a 1783 recipe, distilling eleven botanicals
 in Angela, the oldest pot still being used in England today.
  And by using recycled bottles, organic sealing and silk
  printed labels, they are reinvigorating the way English
  Gin was made and distributed back then.  
 Truly original. UK

Roku In Japanese, Roku translates as the number six. 
 Inside every bottle of Roku Gin, you will find six very 
 special botanicals that are sourced in Japan. 
 Unparalleled soft, round and subtly sweet taste. 
 Each botanical has been harvested at the peak of its season 
 to extract the best flavour, and distilled to fully
  embody the blessings of nature. JPN

Silent Pool A classic Gin at heart. It is full-bodied andfresh, with depth, 
 clarity, and above all else flavour. Produced with 24 unique 
 botanicals, Silent Pool Gin is a rich and clean juniper-driven 
 spirit with floral layers of lavender and chamomile.
 Fresh notes of citrus and kafir lime are grounded
  with the subtle sweetness of local honey, creating a 
 well-balanced Gin that is both traditional and 
 refreshingly individual. UK

Sipsmith VJOP A 2013 release, this Gin turns the juniper up to 11 as well 
 as being bottled at higher strength of 57.7%. The process 
 includes a ‘triple juniper’ technique which adds the juniper 
 at three stages - first it is macerated for three days, then 
 more juniper is added to the pot still and finally vapor 
 infused into the spirit. UK

Solo Wild  Mediterranean, intense, persistent, scents of myrtle,
  rosemary, fresh Sardinian coast juniper, iodized, with
  light spicy notes and finally with pine resin perfume. ITA

Tarquin’s Orris root from Morocco, green cardamom seeds from 
 Guatemala, cinnamon from Madagascar and Devon violets 
 from... the distiller’s garden! Only small batches of this 
 artisan Gin are produced using a flame-fired copper pot still 
 called Tamara. It’s then bottled by hand and sent off into the 
 world, to spread the news that Cornwall is producing some 
 fabulous Gin. UK

The Botanist The artisanal Dry Gin from the Hebridean island of Islay, 
 infused with 31 botanicals of which 22 are native, distilled in 
 a unique Lomond Still, the “Ugly Betty”. UK



VII Hills  VII Hills London Dry Gin was released in MMXIV 
 (AKA - 2014), inspired by Italian ingredients and crafted 
 in England. Its name is naturally inspired by the city of Rome 
 and the hill it was founded upon. The Gin consists 
 of a melange of Italian-sourced ingredients including 
 celery,   artichoke hearts and fennel.  lavender, horse 
 parsley and chervil, among others. Very fragrant 
 and herbal, this ought to make a fantastic Negroni. ITA

Villa Ascenti Villa Ascenti is a new super-premium Italian gin rooted 
 in provenance and brings local, fresh ingredients from 
 Piemonte to life. Its use of locally grown ingredients from
  the foothills of Piemonte, alongside some of the more classic
  botanicals associated with gin, has allowed us to create 
 a high-quality liquid, which we hope existing and new gin
  drinkers will love. ITA

Whitley Neill London Dry Gin. Produced in small batches in an antique 
 copper pot still, it contains two African botanicals-baobab
 fruit and Cape gooseberries. UK



ULTRAPREMIUM € 18

Bathub First, copper pot-distilled gin is made with juniper, 
 coriander and other fragrant botanicals. Then, they take 
 a portion of this gin and painstakingly infuse it with a further 
 six fresh botanicals - a process which takes a whole week
  to do. This infusion process allows those fresh botanical 
 flavours – too delicate to survive traditional distillation – to 
 shine through, and Bathtub Gin is left with its unique
  flavour and distinctive hue. USA 

Bathub This Old Tom gin is the perfect spirit for those looking for 
Old Tom something a little sweeter. This gold medal winner is made
  using the classic Bathtub Gin, and offers a full-bodied
  sweetness perfectly balanced with juniper and spice 
 notes. USA 

Bathub Crafted with up to half a pound of sloes in every bottle, this 
Sloe Gin cold-compounded sloe gin is a blend of copper pot
  still gin and bundles of juniper berries, cassia, coriander, 
 orange peel and more. It’s big, full-bodied and bursting
 with flavour. USA 

Beefeater  Based on a recipe developed by Beefeater founder 
Burrough’s James Burrough in the 1860s,  Burrough’s Reserve is hand 
Reserve crafted using the distiller’s original copper ‘Still Number 12’,
  which has a small capacity of 268 litres. Current master 
 distiller Desmond Payne has recreated the Gin from 
 Burrough’s original recipe to create a Gin with a pale gold 
 appearance and slight oaky character. Burrough’s Reserve 
 is rested in Jean De Lillet barrels made of French Oak which 
 is said to impart “sweeter,” smoother and more “creamy” 
 notes, with long lasting floral notes. A Gin to be sipped 
 neat while thinking of present and future journeys. UK

Bluecoat American Dry Gin.  Distilled in a custom-built, 
 hand-hammered copper pot still using organic juniper
  berries, giving it earthy, spicy juniper notes. USA

Citadelle Extreme A total of 20 aromatics create the singular taste of Citadelle 
Wild Blossom Wild Blossom Extrême. On the same base of spices as
  Original Citadelle, Wild Blossom offers an even more floral 
 profile with a new infusion of wild cherry blossom petals. 
 Its fresh and poetic character is accentuated by a five month
  ageing process in sweet cherrywood casks, a species of
  wood characterized by red fruits and fresh hazelnut. FRA



Dol Gin From Italy’s Zu Plun distillery comes the first Gin 
 distilled in the Dolomites with 24 alpine herbs, lemon 
 from Garda Lake and elderflower. ITA

Ki No Bi Ki No Bi (‘The Beauty of the Seasons’) is inspired by tradition 
 and is distilled, mixed and bottled in Kyoto. 
 The Ki No Bi Gin is made in a recognizable dry style but with 
 a distinct Japanese accent. Is produced with Japanese botanicals
  such as yellow yuzu from the north of Kyoto Prefecture,
  Hinoki wood onions (Japanese cypress), bamboo, 
 Gyokuro tea from the Uji region and green sansho berries
  (Japanese pepper). JPN 

Leopold’s Gin production is limited to fifty cases at a time and the 
 botanicals include “hand-zested American pummelos”.  This 
 hand crafted, hand bottled, hand labeled, hand numbered 
 small batch Gin is truly unique. USA

Leopold’s Stefano Pasini’s favorite Gin. Whereas the small batch Gin 
Navy Strength lures you in with soft, supple notes, the Navy Strength 
 declares itself from the first whiff. Juniper, bergamot and 
 lemon up front and an equally powerful flavor which 
 dominates neat and in cocktails. USA

Magellan This blue gin derives most of its color from Iris Flowers. 
 Imported from France with a 4x distilled wheat
  grain base and botanicals.  FRA

No.209 New Western Dry. Its delicious complexity is a result
 of bergamot orange, lemon peel, cardamom pods, 
 cassia bark, angelica root and coriander seeds. USA

Oxley London Dry Gin. Made by a unique Cold Distillation process, 
 thus preserving the original intensity of the 14 botanicals. 
 Recommended straight over ice in a balloon glass with a 
 grapefruit twist. UK

Tanqueray A crisp and herbaceous limited-edition spirit from one of
Lovage  the world’s most famous gin brands. The key botanical 
 here is lovage, an aromatic perennial herb with strong
 flavours reminiscent of celery or parsley.  Try using this as an
  alternative to vodka in a Bloody Mary. UK

Sacred London Dry Gin. Uniquely distilled under low pressure 
 vacuum. Each of I 2 botanicals are distilled separately using 
 English grain and then blended to make the final spirit. UK



Williams’s Balanced, elegant and crisp with a strong juniper mouthful 
Great British Gin complemented by circus notes. Most of its botanicals are 
 sourced directly from the farm, namely the fresh apples. UK

Monkey 47 Driven by an unquenchable curiosity for botanicals and 
Distiller’s Cut a passionate desire to explore new sensory territory, Master 
 Distiller Christoph Keller has been embarking 
 on his annual search for that unique ingredient to make Black 
 Forest Dry Gin even more special.  This limited edition 
 of just 3,000 bottles sets the hearts of barkeepers
 and Gin enthusiasts racing with exhilaration. DEU          € 22








